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The asymptotic power of the Cramer-van Mises test (CvM test) when 
parameters are estimated from the data is studied under certain local (con- 
tiguous) alternatives. The notion of (asymptotic) direction and distance from 
the null hypothesis of alternatives is introduced, and it is shown that there 
exist directions with maximum, minimum, and arbitrary intermediate power. 
For each direction, there exists a natural asymptotic testing problem with an 
uniformly most powerful test that is compared with the CvM test. For that, 
the notion of asymptotic local efficiency (ALE) of the CvM test is introduced. 
Finally, the influence of more information on the (unknown) parameter is 
studied for three tests of the CvM-type for independence. It is shown that for 
certain directions, a better knowledge of the parameter may increase the power, 
and for other ones decrease it. These properties are analogous to that of the 
xf-test in similar situations. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let U,%,..., lJnn, n > 1, be a triangular array of rowwise i.i.d. random 
k-vectors each having distribution P,, . 
Under the null hypothesis H,, , all P, , IZ >, 1, are equal and belong to some 
given class p = {P, , 0 E O} of probabilities on IwI, , k >, 1, which is dominated 
by some a-finite measure ,u. Denote the Radon-Nikodym derivatives dP,/dp by 
f(., 8). The parameter space 0 is an open subset of [w, , r 3 1, and under HO , 
the unknown true 0 is estimated by a sequence of estimators 6, = d,( UIV1,..., U,“) 
fulfilling 
n’iyBn - e) = n--1/2 f  h( Uj??, e) + %sU), (1.1) 
j=l 
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for some r-vector h( ., 0) = (h,( ., 0) ,..., h,( ., 0))’ (the prime denotes the transposed 
vector) with expectation 0 and finite variance under P, . Furthermore, denote the 
empirical df of Urn,..., Unn by F,, and the df of P, by F(-, i3). 
For testing the null hypothesis H,,: P, E v  versus the alternative K: P, f  !j.J the 
well-known Cramer-von Mises (CvM) statistic 
C, = C&J = j [~+‘~(Fn(s) - F(s, &))I2 dF(s, 8,) (1.2) 
is a suitable test statistic since it measures in some sense the distance of P, and $8. 
The corresponding CvM test & = &(Ur”,..., U,“) rejects if C, exceeds the 
critical value c > 0 (say). 
Under a certain natural set of regularity conditions concerning the f(*, e), see 
Neuhaus [Ill, the asymptotic behavior of C, under H,, (say, P, = P,) can be 
described in the following way. Denote by 1, the indicator of the rectangle 
[0, sr] x ... x [0, s,], s = (s, ,..., sk) and write 
g(s, u) = 1 s(u) - F(s, 0) - gl v  hi@, e), s, u E [WI, . (1.3) 
z 
The function g has under the assumed regularity conditions the properties 
II g II2 = j g”(., )dp,, 0 Po <~0, 
A.7 4EH, VUES, (1.4) 
s (g(-, 4, x> P&d4 = 0, VXEH, 
where H is the separable Hilbert space H = L2(RI, , P,,), and (., .) is the scalar 
product in H. Every measurable function g: [WI, x [WI, ---f R fulfilling (1.4) gives 
raise for defining rv’s X, , n > 1, with values in H, namely, 
X, = n-II2 jJ g(*, Ujn), n > 1. 
j=l 
(1.5) 
Now, the asymptotic behavior of C, under P,, is given by 
THEOREM 1.1 (See Neuhaus [ll]). There exists a centered Gaussian rvX 
with values in H such that 
Xn -% X in H, where -% denotes convergence in distribution, U-6) 
C, - (1 X, /I2 + 0 in P,,-probability, where 11 .\I is the norm in H, (1.7) 
and 
G -5 II x l12. (1.8) 
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The characteristic functional x of X is X(X) = exp(-$(llx, x)}, x E H, with R 
the covariance operator of X, which can be decomposed as 
R = L”L, (l-9) 
where L: H + H is the compact linear operator given by 
(Lx)(u) = <g(., 4, x>, UE&, XEH, (1.10) 
and L* is the dual operator of L. 
For studying the asymptotic power of the CvM test, we consider contiguous 
alternatives, i.e., we assume for some PO , that 
PI” = P, x ... X P, (n-times), n > 1, is contiguous to POn = 
PO x ... x PO (n-times), n >, 1, see, e.g., Hajek and Sidak [7]. (1.11) 
From well-known criteria for contiguity, it follows that for sequences P,, , 
n > 1, which are dominated by PO with Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
dP,ldP, = I + n-1/2a, , (1.12) 
for some converging sequence a, , n > 1, in H with lim,,, ara = a (say), 
contiguity (1.11) holds true. In the next section, we are mainly interested in 
sequences P, , 12 >, I, as in (1.12). As a generalization of Theorem 1.1 we have 
THEOREM 1.2 (See Neuhaus [ll]). (a) Under condition (1.1 l), there is a 
sequence x, , n > 1, in H such that 
x, - x, 9_ x, in H. (1.13) 
If P, , n > 1, fulfills (1.12), we may choose x, = L*a Vn > 1. 
(b) Under condition (1.11) 
(1.14) 
and under (1.12) 
!+i Pl”{C, > A) = P(I/ X + L*a (/ 3 A), VX>O. (1.15) 
According to (1.14) and (1.15), the asymptotic power of the CvM test under 
contiguous alternatives has the form P{lI X + x 112 > h} for some x E H. In the 
next section, we shall study this expression in detail. 
The CvM statistic C, and the corresponding CvM test #n are quite old 
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procedures. The first to study the asymptotic behavior of C, (n + co) under &, 
for some classes of probabilities on the real line (k = 1) with one-dimensional 
parameter (Y = 1) was Darling [5]. Sukhatme [13] extended these results to 
Y > 1. Their method of proof was the common one, namely, to reduce the 
rzi’s UjTz by the probability transformation to TV’S with values in [0, l] and to 
show the weak convergence of the reduced empirical process Xn (constructed 
similar as in (1.5)) in the Skorohod space D[O, I] (using modern terminology). 
What they did, in fact, was to prove convergence of the finite-dimensional 
distributions. This fact entails weak convergence of the whole process in some 
examples, see, e.g., Kac, Kiefer, and Wolfowitz [9], but not in general. But, 
under a suitable set of regularity conditions for the underlying class ‘$, Durbin [6] 
made this approach rigorous for a certain empirical process J!&, which is 
asymptotically equivalent to Xn , and moreover, he considered certain local 
alternatives one at a time. The alternatives he considered are in general not 
comparable with the contiguous sequences (1.12) we are using here, since they 
are more or less parametric in nature, whereas contiguous alternatives are non- 
parametric ones. By the way, let us mention that a small but important condition 
has to be added to Durbin’s conditions to make his proofs valid in all cases: 
the intervals of constancy must be the same for all F( ., 0), 0 E 0. 
Contrary to the function space approach, i.e., embedding of X, in D[O, 11, we 
have outlined here the method of embedding X, in the Hilbert space H = 
L,(ll& , P,), which is a very natural one for the CvM statistic because C, is 
asymptotically distributed as I/ X /I2 under H,, . The Hilbert space embedding 
has the further advantage that the YV’S lJjn need not have continuous df, and that 
the case K > 1 does not make any difficulty as in the function space method. 
In the next section, we shall make some qualitative studies of the asymptotic 
power P{j! X + x II2 > A} of the CvM-test that hold true for all Gaussian TV’S X 
constructed from a function g as in (1.4). In the last section, we consider CvM 
tests for independence to show that CvM tests and x2 tests have analogous power 
properties in some sense. 
2. THE ASYMPTOTIC POWER OF THE CvM TEST 
Denote by c(a) the ol-quantile, 0 < (I < 1, of Y(p(jl X [I”). Then, the CvM test 
with asymptotic level 01 is $n = l(C,)t,(,,*,,, n >, 1. The limiting power of $n 
under contiguous alternatives is E(& j K) = P{ll X + x, (I2 > c(a)> + o(1) for 
some sequence x, , n > 1, in H, see (1.14). For handling P{jl X + x, [I2 > c(a)} 
note that R = L*L is a compact linear operator with eigenvectors e, , e2 ,... and 
corresponding eigenvalues A1 3 A, .a* > 0, say. If  HO is the nullspace of R, 
then ei , z = 1, 2,..., form a complete orthonormal system (CONS) in the ortho- 
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gonal complement H1 of Ho and the YVX can be expanded according to the 
so-called Kac-Siegert representation as 
(2.1) 
where ti = (X, eJ/\;“2, i = 1, 2 ,..., are independent with standard normal 
distribution ‘S(O, 1). Consequently, we have for x E H 
P{II x f .I? /I2 3 4”)) = P r c A(& + Pij2 + PO2 3 c(4 i 
Ii=1 1’ 
(2.2) 
with pi = (x, ei))\i112, i = 1, 2 ,..., and po2 = (1 x /I2 - czr pi2. From inde- 
pendence of the ti , i = 1, 2 ,..., and the fact that for a normally distributed IV, 
4 always (5 + 0)” is stochastically larger than t2, (J E R, it follows that 1) X + x 1)s 
is stochastically larger than /j X II2 Vx E H, entailing unbiasedness of the CvM- 
test under contiguous alternatives, i.e., 
liy+rrf Pr”{C, > c(a)} > 01, Vas(O, 1). (2.3) 
Without a better knowledge of x in (2.2), hardIy more can be said in general on 
the limiting power of & . Therefore, we now restrict our considerations to the 
subclass of contiguous alternatives given by (1.12). The norm 1) a 1) of a in (1.12) 
is in some sense the (asymptotic) distance of the sequence a, , n 2 1, and 
&a/II a jj the (asymptotic) direction of the alternatives P, with respect to P,, E Ho . 
According to that, write 
PC% 4 P> = P{II x + PL*a II2 2 441, p > 0, a E H, I/ a ;I = 1, (2.4) 
where now, p represents the distance and a the direction of the alternatives (1.12). 
We shall see that even in the subclass of the alternatives (1.12), great variation 
for the limiting power &ar, a, p) ’ p IS ossible. Let us begin varying the direction 
while keeping p fixed. 
Because of (1.12), the vector u belongs to the orthogonal complement H* of 
the constant function 1, and one can easily see that every a E H* is a possible 
candidate in (1.12). Therefore, /3(a, a, p) is of interest exactly for u E H*. For 
directions a belonging to the nullspace of L*, the power /3 is a minimum, i.e., 
/~(cL, a, p) = 01 (see (2.3)), since it is clear from (2.4) that the equality 
rB(% a> PI = B(Q9 G!lLuJ) > 6 P), VUEH*, (2.5) 
holds true, where ITclLcH) is the projection operator on the closure cl L(H) of 
L(H). Furthermore, cl L(H) is the orthogonal complement of the nullspace of L. 
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The vectors qi = A;1’2 . Le, , i > 1, form a CONS of cl L(H). We want to 
study /?(a, qi , p) for various values of i > 1. The crucial point for doing that is 
contained in the following proposition, which may be of independent interest. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (I , t2 be independent %(O, 1) distributed rv’s and 
c, u1 , u2 strictly positive real numbers with (TV > (TV > 0 and p E R. Then, the 
function H: [0, n/2] + [0, l] given by 
+ ‘-+ P{u~~([~ - p cos 4)” + a22([2 - p sin $)” < c2}, C E P, 741, (2.6) 
is monotonically nondecreasing. Of course, this is equivalent with the assertion that 
the random variable ~~“(4, - p cos 4)” + (~~~(5~ - p sin $)” is stochastically 
nonincreasing for 0 < + < n/2. 
Proof. Write 5, = [r - p, 5, = t2 and let Em be the ellipse 
E, = ((sl , s2) E R,: a12s12 + u22s22 < c”j 
after a rotation with the angle 4 in mathematically negative sense. From the 
rotation-invariance of 5?([, , 6,) it follows that 
fw = Wl > f2, E Ed, 0 < + < 42. (2.7) 
Denote the conditional density of (& , 4,) on the circle 
K, = {(sl , s2) E R,: s12 + sz2 = t2} 
by f (# j t), where (I& t) are polar-coordinates, zj E [0, 2~), t > 0. With some 
norming constant S(t, p) > 0 one gets 
f(ll, 1 t) = 8(t, p) e--ptCosti, 0 < z/l < 27r. (2.8) 
The circle Kt with C/U r < t < c/a, has with E6 the nonvoid intersection 
Kt n J% = ((t . ~0s #, t . sin #): # E [4 - Y, 4 + rl + [4 + n - Y, C + * + ~11 
for a suitable y  = y(t) E [0, 42). We show that the function 
is nondecreasing for every t E [c/q , c/oa]. Then, from 
W) = L;; Ft(#)f (t) dt + P{&2 + $2” < c2/q2}, 0 < 4 < 42, (2.10) 
the desired result follows, where f  (t) is the Lebesgue-density of the radius t. 
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But, because of 1 cos($ + r)j 3 j COS(#J - r)l, for $, y  E [0, n/2], it follows that 
‘q = 2S(t, p) . (cosh(pt 1 cos($ + r)/) - cosh(pt I cos($ - r)j)) (2.11) 
is nonnegative on [0, p/2]. B 
As a consequence, we formulate a result that throws some light on the 
behavior of the asymptotic power of the CvM test under various directions. 
THEOREM 2.2. The limiting power /3(0[, a, p) of the CvM test has for the vectors 
yi = A;?Le, , i >, 1, and every p 3 0, the properties 
max@(a, a, P): a E Cl-W), !I a II = 11 = B(T 71 , P), (2.12) 
P(a, 7)i , p) < P(a, 17j , P), for 1 <j d i, (2.13) 
pi B(% 772 ) P) = a (2.14) 
Furthermore, for each value fi E ((Y, ,!?(a, ?I , p)], there exists a direction a with 
B = B(a, a, P). 
For the proof of Theorem 2.2, we need the obvious 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) Let Yi , i >, 1, resp. yi , i >, 1, be real independent rv’s with 
Yi < Fi (“<” means “stochastically nonlarger”) Vi 3 1. Then, Cy=, Yi < 
Cy=, Y, Vn > 1. 
(b) LetY,,n>l,resp.Fn, n > 1, be weakly convergent sequences with 
Yn +p Y, F, +g u. Then, Y, < y, Vn entails Y < F. 
Now, the proof of Theorem 2.2 is easy. Using the Kac-Siegert representation 
(2.2) with p0 = 0 and pi = (a, 70, Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.3(a) yield for 
b, = (i pijl’p 71 + f Pirli E cl-w), n 2 1, 
i=l I i=n+1 
and every p > 0 the inequalities 
B(a,a,p) =P(c~bl,p) <P(a,b,,p) < ... <P(a,b,,p). (2.15) 
Because of 11 b, - or /I + 0 and Lemma 2.3.(b), the assertion (2.12) follows. 
From the above Proposition and the Kac-Siegert representation, (2.13) follows 
at once. With Y, = X,(25, - p”), n > 1, we can write 
PC% 7n 9 P) = wlm2 3 44 + I',>. 
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This combined with Y, -+ 0 in probability entails (2.14). Finally, from 
(2.12)-(2.14) and the above Proposition, the last statement follows imme- 
diately. 1 
The Theorem shows that there is one direction, namely, or , with the highest 
asymptotic power that is possible. In each other direction, the power is smaller, 
and for bad directions, the power is about ~1. For a E H* 0 clL(H) (the ortho- 
gonal complement of clL(H) with respect to H) we even have fi(01, a, p) = (Y. 
Under the alternatives (1.12), one can formulate an asymptotic testing problem 
null hypothesis: {p,,} versus alternative: {pa: a E clL(H), 11 a // # 0}, (2.16) 
with measures pn = 9(ll X + L*a II”). 
The asymptotic form of the CvM test is &,(x) = l(11 x l12)[e~~),~). For a (fixed) 
direction a, E cl L(H), I/ a, 11 = I, & is clearly an unbiased test for the asymptotic 
testing problem in direction a, 
nuEZ hypothesis: {vo} versus alternative: {vt = pCLtnO : t E [w - (0)). (2.17) 
For judging the asymptotic power /3(01, a, , t) = j#+ dv, of the CvM test in 
direction a, , it seems reasonable to compare ,f3(cy, a,, t) with the power of the 
uniformly most powerful unbiased test I& for the testing problem (2.17). It is 
well known that all measures pa, a E cl L(H), are equivalent, see, e.g., Rao and 
Varadarajan [12]. It is easy to show that Z,(X) = cf, (x, e,)(L*a, e,)A;’ defines 
/*.a - a.s. a rvZ, on H and that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of vt with respect 
to v0 is 
dv,!dv,(x) = exp{tZ,,,(x) - it2j, .T E H. (2.18) 
Therefore, the family (vt , t E W} is a one-parameter exponential family in ZO, 
and t. Since Za, has standard normal distribution, we get I,+(X) = l(0) for 
Za,(x) > (<)~~,a , where u, is the or-quantile of the %(O, I)-distribution. The 
power of #a, is independent of a, E cl L(H) and equals 
rB& P) = j” #no 4 = 1 - @(P + ~2) + @(P - G,J, P 3 0. (2.19) 
The ratio /3(01, a, p)/B(or, p) is always smaller than 1 and measures in some sense 
the asymptotic efficiency of the CvM-tests. We define more precisely 
DEFINITION 2.4. For a E H* with 11 a 11 = 1, p > 0, and 0 < 01 < 1, call a 
solution e = e(ol, a, p) > 0 of 
B(CG 4 P) = Ha, fe1’2) (2.20) 
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asymptotic ejiciency (AE) of the CvM test in direction a. As the asymptotic local 
efici~y (ALE), we denote the limit 
e(a, a) = ljrg e(a, a, p). (2.21) 
The following lemma guarantees the existence of the limit in (2.21). 
LEMMA 2.5. For a E H*, // a 11 = 1, and OL E (0, l), we have 
801, a, P> = 0~ + b2/2) A(a, a) + 4p4), p - 0, (2.22) 
with 
A(a, a) = 
d2P(a, a, P) 
dp2 - 1 = 1 Za2 dp,, - 01, {II . /I2 3 ~(4 (2.23) 
I?=0 
and 
PC% PI = ix + (P2/2) 44 + 4P”)l P'O (2.24) 
with A(a) = d2/3(a, p)/dp2 lp=o = 2 * ~~~~44~1~). 
Proof. (2.24) comes from the Taylor expansion of @(ftie12 + p) at &u,,~. 
For the proof of (2.22) write t = 2, and B = {x E H: /I x II2 > c(a)}. Then, one 
has 
B(% a, P) = I 
&-~'I2 dpo . (2.25) 
B 
Since 4 has standard normal distribution, (2.25) may be differentiated infinitely 
often under the integral sign. The first differentiation yields 
@(a, a, p)ldp = j (t - 4 expltd - p2/W~o , V p E [O, I]. (2.26) 
B 
Since p. and B remain unchanged under the mapping x h.+ -x, x E H, while 
t(x) = -E(-x) almost everywhere (po), d/3(a, a, p)/dp IO=0 = 0 follows. 
Similarly one gets 
d2P(a, a, P)I s = dp2 P=O B 52 dpo - 01’ 
Two further differentiations yield (2.22). 1 
From (2.22) and (2.24) it follows that e(or, a) exists, more exactly 
e(or, a) = 
(S =G2&o - a 2~,/2~(~,~2). B >/ 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
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Since /3((~, p) is monotone nondecreasing in p E [0, co), it follows from the 
optimality of I/, that 0 < e(ol, a, p) < 1 and 0 < e(oL, a) < 1. As a direct 
consequence of Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.5, we get 
COROLLARY 2.6. The ALE e(a, a) has the properties 
max{e(cr, a): a E cl L(H), 11 all = l} = e(a, Q), 
e(a, 77i) < e(a, ~1, for 1 <j,<i, 
lim e(a, TV) = 0. 
n-,m 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
In the special case a = or (and similarly for a = Q , j 3 2), (2.28) can be 
written as 
e(a, d = (1 - a) - [‘(‘).f(((c(a) -t)lh,)li2)dP*(t)/2u,,, ~(QA (2.32) 
‘0 
with f(t) = 2(@(t) - t+(t)) - 1, t E R, and P* = 2(Ctz2 (X, eij2). 
I f  the distributions of I/ X /I2 and I/ X II2 - (X, el)a are known, the ALE 
e(ol, Q) in (2.32) can be computed. But, even in the simplest examples, closed 
expressions for the ALE are not available. Nevertheless, there are numerical 
methods for finding the distribution of quadratic forms in normal variates, viz. 
Johnson and Kotz [8], which could be used successfully here. At time, the above 
Corollary 2.6 gives us qualitative insight into what may happen asymptotically 
near Hs in various directions. We should remark that in many interesting cases 
(e.g., translation- and scale-parameter classes) there are finite applicable tests 
9%+i,a Y n > I, with asymptotic form z#~*(.) = (., a), with a = Lz and z ortho- 
gonal to the nullspace of L. In such cases, e(ol, a, p) can be proved to equal the 
usual Pitman-efficiency, see e.g., Witting and Niille [14], of the CvM test 4%) 
II > 1, with respect to I/J:,, , II >, 1. 
3. CvM TESTS FOR TESTING INDEPENDENCE 
In this section, we introduce three tests of the CvM-type for testing inde- 
pendence of two-dimensional normal distributions. Our aim is to show some 
power properties of the CvM-test that are analogous to that of the X2-test when 
parameters are estimated from the data. 
Let ‘$3 = {PO , 0 E O} denote the class of two-dimensional normal distributions 
with correlation coefficient p” = 0, i.e., we have 0 = [wa x (0, co) x (0, co) and 
dfF(., 8) of P, 
WY 4 = @(4 @(.4, zi = (si - YJT~, i = 1, 2, Vs = (sl, S~)E R, (3.1) 
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0 = (0, , ~9~ , I!&, 0,)’ = (n , yz , 7i2, 7s2)’ E 0. Since 0 is kept fixed, write 
F. = F(., 0) and P,, = PO . 
Take the usual estimators 8, = 8,(Uin,..., U,“) 
8,, = n-1 f  uj: ) dn2 = (n - I)-’ f  (Uj”, - 8,,)2, (3.2) 
j=l j=l 
and similarly 8,, resp. 8,, . An easy calculation shows that the function g in 
(1.3) can be written as 
g(s, u> = 1 s(u) - @(%> @(,,I - i (1 s 7 hi) hi64 s, 24 E [w, > (3.3) 
i=l 
with 
W) = 21 1 h,(s) = (z12 - 1)/211”, 
k3(4 = % > he(S) = (z2” - 1)/2’/“, s E k-2,. 
(3.4) 
If  V denotes the orthogonal complement of 1, h, , h, , h, , h, in H = L,(R, , P,,), 
(3.3) reduces to 
g(s, -> = nv1.7 f  VSER,. (3.5) 
One can prove that in situations like (3.9, the inclusion cl L(H)C V holds true, 
and since P,, is equivalent to the Lebesgue measure on R’, , one even has 
clL(H) = V, see Neuhaus [I 1, Lemma 2.21. The CvM test +,, corresponding to 
the situation described above can be used for testing the null hypothesis that the 
Ujn have normal distribution and independent components. If  it is a priori 
known that the Ujn belong to the class of two-dimensional normal distributions, 
#n is a suitable test for independence, i.e., for p” = 0. 
Transforming the Ujn and their distribution by the mapping 4(s) = (@(zJ, 
@(z2)) from R, to E, , it easily can be seen that the limiting distribution of the 
CvM statistic under Ho is independent of the unknown parameter 0 and there- 
fore, in principle, applicable. 
Now, let us first take the opportunity and illustrate the results of Theorem 1.2 
and the subsequent remarks by showing that in the above framework, certain 
parametric local alternatives have the nonparametric form given in (1.12). After 
that deviation, we introduce two further tests for independence of the CvM-type 
and discuss some of their power properties. 
Let P, , 71 >, 1, be the sequence of two-dimensional normal distributions with 
means and variances given by the (fixed) 0 E 0 and correlation-coefficients f7, , 
n > 1, having the property 
tN2p”,, - d, (say)* (3.6) 
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Defining a, = {dPn/dPo - l}?W, II > 1, simple but long calculations show 
II a, - da* jl+ 0, (3.7) 
with a*(s) = zla2 , s E R2, 11 a* 11 = 1, a* E V. From Theorem 1.2 and (3.7), it 
follows that /I(oI, a *, d) is the asymptotic power of the corresponding CvM test 
if n112/?“, + d. The asymptotic direction a* is a mixture a = xz, (a*, Q)Q of 
the “pure” directions qi , i > 1, and the power /3(01, a*, d) is governed by the 
weights (a*, Q) in the various directions. Computation of /3(01, a*, d) is possible 
by the numerical methods mentioned before, but we shall not do it here. 
If  we use in (1.2) the nonparametric estimator F,(s, , co) -F,(oo, s2) = F,(S), 
say, instead of the parametric one F(s, 8,) we get the CvM statistic 
C,l = 1 (n1’2(Fn(s) - &(s)))~ d&(s), 
which was proposed by Blum, Kiefer, and Rosenblatt [2] for testing independence 
of the components Uyr, U$ of iYin. It can be shown, see e.g., Neuhaus [IO], 
that under H,, , C,l is asymptotically distributed as 11 Xi j12, where X1 is a centered 
Gaussian random variable with values in H and defining function (as in (1.5), 
(1.6)) 
gl(s, 4 = (L,(~l) --F(s1, a; 4)(L&2) --F(m, 52 ; @), u = (111 , u,), 
s = (Sl ) s2) E IL!, . (3.8) 
The function g1 fulfills the conditions (1.4), and moreover, it can be written as 
gl(s, .) = fl,ls 9 VSER2, 
where Vi = Vi, @ Vi, C H = L,(lR, , P,) with 
Vii = jx EL,(R, , Poi) : s xdPoi = 01 
and Psi the i’th marginal of P,, , i = 1, 2. 
In addition to C, and C,l, let us introduce the CvM statistic 
(3.9) 
Cno = 
s 
(n’l”(F,(s) - F(s, 0)))2 d&s, 0) 
where 0 is assumed to be known. As above, C,O is under Ho distributed as 
jl X0 II2 where X0 is a centered Gaussian random variable with values in H and 
defining function 
gO(s, 4 = w - w, 4 s, u E Iw, , (3.10) 
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which fulfills 
gO(s, .> = J-&L , VSE&, with V, = .Z”E H: I s 
xdPs = 0 . 
i 
(3.11) 
It easily can be seen that the strong inclusions 
v, c vc v, (3.12) 
hold true, implying that the corresponding covariance operators R, , R, R. 
fulfill 
R, < R < R, . (3.13) 
It is well known that for the corresponding monotonely nonincreasing 
sequences of eigenvalues (X,r>, (hi), (hio) from (3.13) 
A> < hi < h,O, Vi> 1 follows. (3.14) 
Then, from the Kac-Siegert-representation for Xi, X and X0 the stochastic 
order inequalities 
II Xl II2 =G II x /I2 =G II x0 112, follow. (3.15) 
The statements (3.14) and (3.15) are analogous to the wellknown result of 
Chernoff and Lehmann [3] concerning the x2 test for goodness of fit when 
parameters are estimated from the data, saying that the limiting distribution of 
the x2 statistic (r cells and h parameters, 0 < h < Y) is under the null-hypothesis 
distributed according to 
(a) [r2 + ... + [z-,-i if the unknown parameter is estimated by a maxi- 
mum likelihood estimator (MLE) based on cell frequencies, 
(b) fl;” + ... + &-, + &[f-, + ... + A,[:-_, , Xi E (0, l), if the unknown 
parameter is estimated by a MLE based on the original data, 
(c) El2 + ... + [z_, if the parameter is assumed to be known. 
Here, and in the sequel, the si , i 3 1, are i.i.d. standard normal distributed 
random variables. 
Apparently, there is a correspondence between (1) the estimated cell pro- 
babilities in (a) and the nonparametric estimator pn , between (2) the estimated 
cell probabilities in (b) and the parametric estimator F(., 8,), and between (3) 
the known cell probabilities in (c) and the known F(*, 0). The successive better 
information on the parameter in (a), (b), and (c) corresponds to the order relations 
in (3.14) and (3.15). It is intuitive appealing to suggest that such a better knowl- 
edge of the parameter increases the power of the corresponding test. But Chibisov 
[4] gave examples showing that there are local alternatives similar as in (1.12) 
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such that the power of the x2 test is for certain asymptotic directions in (a) 
greater than in (b) and vice versa in other asymptotic directions. We shall give 
an example showing that in the CvM-case, an analogous behavior is possible. 
First, it is clear from (2.5) that for asymptotic directions a, in V @ V, (the 
orthogonal complement of V, in V) and a, in V,, 0 V, , the limiting power 
functions pi , /3, /3a fulfill 
These are the intuitive power inequalities saying that a better information 
on the parameter (i.e., a greater V) increases the power (for just the worst 
possible directions). 
In the following example, which is simple enough to allow numerical computa- 
tions, an opposite power inequality for a certain asymptotic direction holds true. 
There is no doubt that in the above example the same statement is correct, 
but calculations become too heavy. 
EXAMPLE. Write H = L, ([0, I], A,) where A1 is the one-dimensional 
Lebesgue-measure on [0, I] and define 
d4 4 = got4 4 - <It > 72) rl2w t, ZJ E [Q 11, (3.17) 
with go(t, w) = I,(V) - t, (., .) the scalar product in H and Q(W) = 2112 cos 
?rj~, j 3 1. The functions g and go fulfill similar conditions as (1.4) and for 
I’, : = {x E H: (x, 1) = 0} and V = {z E V, : (x, r]&) = O> the equalities 
g,(t, .> = fl~,,l, and g(t, .) = 17~1, , t E [0, 11, hold true. Since VC V, (strong 
inclusion), the situation is the same as in (3.12). We denote the corresponding 
operators by L resp. Lo and R resp. R, , and the corresponding centered Gaussian 
random variables by X and X0 . The functions ej(t) = 2rj2 sin mjf, t E [0, 11, 
j 3 1, form a CONS in H and are the normed eigenvectors of R, with corre- 
sponding eigenvalues hj = (~j)-~. F rom (3.17), it follows that the ej , j E IV -(2}, 
are the normed eigenvectors of R with corresponding eigenvalues Aj , j E N - (2). 
The asymptotic power functions /3 and PO in the (asymptotic) direction e2 can 
be written as (using the Kac-Siegert-representation of /I X + pL*e, II2 resp. 
II X0 + pLo*e2 II”) 
B(% e2, p) = P 1,; &(tj - Ptj)' 3 C(a)/ 
and (3.18) 
Bo(~, e2 y P P 2 09 
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where the ti, i > 1, are i.i.d. and standard normally distributed, and C(U) resp. 
c,,(a) are the ar-quantiles of S([I X \I”) resp. g(j\ X,, 1j2), and tj = -(L*e, , q) = 
-(Lo*e2, ej) = 8 [rr(j2 - 4)1-l for j odd and ti = 0 for j even. From (3.18), 
one sees that exchanging V, with V results in a loss of the “degrees of freedom,” 
i.e., the term X2t22 disappears. For determining the probabilities in (3.18), the 
infinite sum 11 X + pL*e, /I2 = ET=, h,(tj - ptj)” is replaced by the finite sum 
r = XL1 Aj(tj - pti)” + xw2(p2) . X with h >, 0, p2 > 0, 1M > 1, N 3 1, and 
xM2(p2) = ( c%+~ + PL)~ + fk+, + ‘.. + Si,, . For fixed J-V > 1 and p = 0, 
the numbers h and M are chosen according to ET = E 11 X /I2 and Var r = 
Var /I X 112. Furthermore, for fixed p > 0, the noncentrality parameter p2 is 
chosen so that under the alternative ET = E II X + pL*e, lj2. A similar procedure 
is used for the computation of PO . The following table shows Monte-Carlo 
results from 200,000 runs with N = 50 and p = 1.5. 
a 0.15 0.2 
44 0.2525 0.2084 
44 0.2844 0.2417 
01, e2, 1.5) 
b!Ia, e2 , 1.5) 
0.6170 0.6793 
0.6096 0.6681 
Anderson and Darling [I] gave for ca the values c&O.1 5) = 0.28406 and 
c,(O.2) = 0.24124 coinciding with the above approximation up to the third 
decimal. The table shows that p(a, e2 , 1.5) for 01 = 0.15 and 01 = 0.2 are greater 
than ,&(a, e2 , 1.5) even in the second decimal, and we conclude that the power 
PO@, e2 T 1.5) is smaller than /3(01, e2 , 1.5). By the way, let us mention that the 
above example was (under H,,) used by Darling [5] for demonstrating the above 
cited reduction of degrees of freedom (3.14). The example originates from 
treating the class of Cauchy-distributions with a scale parameter. But, since it 
is not clear what estimator 8, in that case should be used, we started directly 
with (3.17). 
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